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Directions to the Hotel Heigl
Access by car
Coming from the general direction of Stuttgart, Nürnberg, Passau or Salzburg
Once you arrive in the Munich city limits please take the autobahn exit A 95 to Garmisch-P. This motorway will
take you directly to the „Mittlerer Ring“. Continuing on this motorway, take the A 95, direction Garmisch-P. and
exit “Fürstenried, Gauting, Wangen, Neuried”. Please keep in the left lane and turn left at the first traffic light
(street: Neurieder Str./ Liesl – Karlstadt - Str.).
This street then becomes „Herterichstr.“ and will lead you to Solln. After approximately 2 km, you will see a
small church to your left, and to your right the Hotel and restaurant Sollner Hof. Right behind it, on
Bleibtreustrasse you will find Hotel Heigl.
Coming from Garmisch
Should you come from Garmisch, please take the exit “Fürstenried, Gauting, Wangen, Neuried, Solln”. Stay to
your right and at the first traffic light turn right into „Neurieder Str.“, which will then become „Liesl – Karlstadt Str.“. After about 2 km this street then becomes „Herterichstr.“ and will lead you to Solln.
After approximately 2 km, you will see a small church to your left, and to your right the Hotel and restaurant
Sollner Hof. Right behind it, on Bleibtreustr you will find Hotel Heigl.
Coming from Lindau
Should you come from Lindau please use the exit “Unterpfaffenhofen, Germering, Planegg, Krailling”. Follow
signs leading to Planegg and and turn right onto the secondary road. Continue straight on for approximately
7 km going through both Planegg and Neuried, and then the Munich neighbourhoods of Fürstenried and
Forstenried. When you reach Solln, the name of the street you are on will be Herterichstr. When you reach the
intersection of Herterichstr. and Bleibtreustr. you will see a small church to your left, and to your right the
Hotel and restaurant Sollner Hof. Right behind it, on Bleibtreustr you will find Hotel Heigl.

